Wow, this first term is whizzing by!

At the beginning of each year
we looked at how easily germs
spread and how important it
is to wash our hands correctly.

Miu Miu using her
brain to squeeze the
puffy paint .

Mila measuring 23 ft.
That is how long our
digestive system is…
or 5 of our friends.

October 2015
Can you see
the germs?
Look at my
Bubbles!

Our heart pumps blue and red blood around our bodies,
Can you feel your pulse?
Look at how blood moves from the heart.

Our lungs put
oxygen into
our blood

As children get older their sleep patterns
change. Here at Smartkids we understand
this but know how important
resting
/sleeping is for children’s growing bodies.
At the beginning of the term we looked how
essential rest is for our whole body!
We looked at how our brain, heart, lungs,
intestines, muscles, bones work and how they
all need to rest to grow and become strong.

We used our
breath to blow
bubbles and make
pictures.

We had loads of fun experimenting with what our digestive system is like inside us.

Our
stomach

Add vinegar
(acid)

Add food
and mix

Then squeeze into the
intestines

You can
feel all the
goodness
coming out
in to the
blood until
there is
nothing
left and it
comes out
as poo.

After looking at our bodies we had fun remembering all about our 5 senses. For sight – we
looked at our eyes and how important they are especially when doing an obstacle course.
Luckily we had a helpful guide to guide us through it. Sound - we learnt about the ear and
tried to guess different sounds. Taste and Smell was a lot of fun! We learnt where different
taste buds are located on our tongue by tasting different things. Some were delicious
others …yucky!!

In September, the Smartkids Big Kids celebrated the
Mid-Autumn Lantern Festival together at the Thao
Dien campus. Everyone brought their lanterns to go on
a walk around the compound. We had lots of fun
ducking under trees and looking at the flowers and
fruit trees growing near the road. After snack we did
an action story of the lady in the moon and received
beautiful Vietnamese masks and wands from our
friend at SK TD , who is from Hanoi! Thank you !!
Dates to remember:

Big Birthday News

Parent teacher meetings :
23-27 November

Last day: 18 December
Niccolo has
returned!

In October Smartkids celebrated
its 9th Birthday and Mila turned 4!

Sadly we had
to say good –
bye to Oscar
who went to
join his sister
at ISHCMC

